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	The Future of Mobile Communications: Awaiting the Third Generation, 9781403902689 (1403902682), Palgrave Macmillan, 2002
The aim of this book is to investigate the prospects for mobile communications in the new millennium. In effect, this boils down to a key issue: Will the so-called third generation of mobile (alternatively, wireless or cellular) technology turn out to be a success or a failure? This is no minor issue since telecommunications is one of the world’s leading industries, and one that is increasingly moving from a fixed-wire to a wireless basis. Furthermore, whereas widespread fixed-wire telecommunications have historically been the preserve of developed countries, the advent of mobile telephony has made it possible for less-developed countries to improve their communications capability very substantially and speedily without the need to undertake impossibly costly investment in fixed-wire links. Thus it is China that is currently the largest market for basic mobile telephony in the world, having recently overtaken the USA.

However, there is a clear difference between the basic voice telephonydriven networks that are currently in common usage, and the datadriven networks that are gradually being introduced. No one questions that the level of demand for basic voice telephony, however transmitted, will continue to grow, but the underlying difficulty is that the explosion of demand for wireless-delivered voice telephony has already created a situation whereby networks are close to saturation point in developed markets. Hence, network operators need to introduce new, high-value-added services if they are not to see their average revenue per user (ARPU) decline as they seek out the remaining marginal customers who neither want to spend much at all on calls nor to buy expensive, unsubsidised handsets. The trouble is that the basic technology and networks developed for voice are inadequate for more sophisticated purposes, although it does have to be said that the development of the short message service (SMS) has proved to be an unprecedented and, in truth, largely unanticipated success based on existing technology.
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Project Management and Engineering Research: AEIPRO 2017 (Lecture Notes in Management and Industrial Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This is the Proceedings of the 20th International Congress on Project Management and Engineering, that was held at the Technical University of Cartagena, Spain, from July 13 to 15, 2016. It brings together a collection of recent works of researchers and professionals in the Project Management and Engineering fields of Civil Engineering and...


		

TinyOS ProgrammingCambridge University Press, 2009
Do you need to know how to write systems, services, and applications using the TinyOS operating system? Learn how to write nesC code and efficient applications with this indispensable guide to TinyOS programming. Detailed examples show you how to write TinyOS code in full, from basic applications right up to new low-level systems and high...

		

Gas Chromatography and Mass SpectrometryAcademic Press, 1996
This guide provides, under one cover, a wealth of practical information designed to facilitate the effectiveness of the GC/MS user. Separation conditions for numerous compound types are provided along with derivatized and underivatized compounds. A section on how to interpret mass spectral data, an extensive correlation of ion masses and neutral...




	

An Introduction to Socio-FinanceSpringer, 2013

	This introductory text is devoted to exposing the underlying nature of price formation in financial markets as a predominantly sociological phenomenon that relates individual decision-making to emergent and co-evolving social and financial structures.


	Two different levels of this sociological influence are considered: First, we...


		

Particle Physics (Manchester Physics Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Particle physics is the study of the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions. However, which particles are regarded as fundamental has changed with time as physicists’ knowledge has improved. Modern theory – called the standard model – attempts to explain all the phenomena of particle physics in terms of the...

		

Markov Models for Pattern Recognition: From Theory to ApplicationsSpringer, 2007

	The development of pattern recognition methods on the basis of so-called Markov
	models is tightly coupled to the technological progress in the field of automatic
	speech recognition. Today, however, Markov chain and hidden Markov models are
	also applied in many other fields where the task is the modeling and analysis of
	chronologically...
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